Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
GMO (Genetically Modified Organisms)
(Part 15)

Foods are genetically modified for only one specific purpose and that is to make them immune to
specific petrochemical poisons. Typically they have been called Roundup ready because you can spray
Roundup herbicide on them and kill the weeds without killing the plant. I just received an email on a
report that says the next generation of genetic modification is significantly enhanced to include much
stronger herbicides and who knows what else that they don’t tell us because the weeds are becoming
immune to Roundup and they need something stronger.
Almost all of your patients suffer symptoms from GMO foods to some degree. What are they treating
these symptoms with? Probably the wrong therapy. You will find young children to be some of the most
effected by GMOs. Almost anything or everything about their general attitude, behavior or alertness
can be effected. Few if anyone will pick up of these symptoms and they may treat the child for any
number of problems without success using dangerous drugs that can cause any number of other
symptoms. Just ask your patients about how their child is doing and if there is anything that they have
a concern about running this GMO protocol once and one dose of Sage oil will let you know within a
day if GMOs are the toxin effecting their health. If it is effecting one in the family it is probably effecting
all in the family. Even if you do not notice anything wrong with a child or adult, run the program for a
week and then you can notice what was missing when they begin to work normal. GMO toxicity can be
treated and there is no better, faster, safer or more effective way of treating GMO issues than with
Natural Energy Medicine.
Since we cannot eliminate these toxins from our diet we have to continually detox ourselves from them
to minimize their effects on our health. Therefore this program is designed to be treated at home on a
regular basis for life so our therapy protocol is designed for the Mk III Home or professional therapy
system and it does not currently have a Mk 7 protocol.
The therapy protocol consists of 4 different programs that need to be run once a week for a period of
time then reducing the frequency until it is run a minimum of 4 times a year. In the Home therapy system
these programs consist of #111 All Tissues / Genes (39 min), #017 Digestive Health (45 min), #001
Fatigue Recovery (40 min) and #021 Glandular Health (30 min).
This program is unique as it requires essential oil of Sage for this protocol. Even if you don’t use the
laser protocols the patient will receive positive results with the oil alone.
Child behavior problems are a multibillion dollar business and it effects a significantly high percent of
children. This is a very easy market because you can actually correct many of this problems quickly,
safely, and very cost effective. One thing that we need to remember is that there is seldom only one
thing wrong with any patient, even child patients. Allergies, diet, and emotions are also very common
factors with these children and should be considered in all cases.
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